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Encyclopedia of Public International Law in Asia (3 vols)

Seokwoo Lee, Inha University Law School

Incorporating the work of numerous leading scholars, the Encyclopedia of Public International Law in Asia provides a detailed description of the practice and implementation of international law in twenty Asian states. The Encyclopedia covers the introduction of Western international law and the resulting shift from the older Asian order; the development of modern international law; and the impact that all of this has had on Asian states.

Offered in three geographically-organized volumes – Northeast Asia, Southeast Asia, and Central and South Asia – this reference work provides valuable information for all those interested in the historical development, implementation, and application of international law in Asia. Although there is general acknowledgement of the great variety of cultures among Asian countries, strong themes of familiarity, mutual understanding, coherence, and solidarity persists among them as a result of the numerous mutual cultural and religious contacts and interconnections that developed over the course of centuries. This examination of international law and its application in Asia reveals the shared history of the continent, as well as its unique development in each Asian state.

Offered online and as a three-volume print set – Northeast Asia, Central and South Asia and Southeast Asia - this reference work is a valuable resource for all those interested in the historical development, implementation, and application of international law in Asia.

READERSHIP: All interested in the historical development, implementation, and application of international law in Asia.
Migration, the State and Faith-based Organizations
Dario Dzananovic

This book explores the dynamic interaction of various, important actors in the realm of assisting unauthorized stayers (people who are deemed unwelcome by the central government). I dig into the fiery tensions between people of faith and different levels of government.

READERSHIP: Academics from multiple disciplines (socio-legal studies, comparative law), public interest lawyers, and civil society in general.

August 2021
Hardback (approx. 275 pp.)
ISBN 9789004467408
Price € 132 / US$ 159
E-ISBN 9789004467446
E-Price € 132 / US$ 159
Immigration and Asylum Law and Policy in Europe, 50
Imprint: Brill | Nijhoff

Aliens before the European Court of Human Rights
Ensuring Minimum Standards of Human Rights Protection
Edited by David Moya, University of Barcelona, and Georgios Milios, University of Barcelona

This volume conducts an in-depth analysis of the ECtHR’s case law in the area of migration and asylum as regards the most relevant rights of the ECHR, exploring the role of this court in this area of law.

READERSHIP: All interested in migration and asylum law and the case law of the ECtHR (in particular, researchers, academics, practitioners, post-graduate students, academic libraries).

September 2021
Hardback (approx. 340 pp.)
ISBN 9789004465688
Price € 132 / US$ 159
E-ISBN 9789004465695
E-Price € 132 / US$ 159
Immigration and Asylum Law and Policy in Europe, 49
Imprint: Brill | Nijhoff

The Asian Yearbook of Human Rights and Humanitarian Law
Volume 5
Edited by Javaid Rehman, Ayesha Shahid, and Steve Foster

The Asian Yearbook of Human Rights and Humanitarian Law aims to publish peer-reviewed scholarly articles and reviews as well as significant developments in human rights and humanitarian law. It examines international human rights and humanitarian law with a global reach, though its particular focus is on the Asian region.

The focused theme of Volume 5 is Law, Culture and Human Rights in Asia and the Middle East.

September 2021
Hardback (approx. 480 pp.)
ISBN 9789004466159
Price € 315 / US$ 378
E-ISBN 9789004466180
E-Price € 315 / US$ 378
The Asian Yearbook of Human Rights and Humanitarian Law, 5
Imprint: Brill | Nijhoff
READERSHIP: All interested in the rights of minorities and indigenous peoples, political science, constitutional law and international law, especially scholars, researchers, graduate students and practitioners.

This book casts light on jurisprudence affecting the rights of minorities and indigenous people.

READERSHIP: All interested in the fight against organized crime and its most common forms as well as in international criminal law and the potential of international criminal tribunals.

This book presents the first comprehensive study of international criminal jurisdiction over organized crime and demonstrates the potential of international law to bring leaders of cartels and trafficking rings to justice.

READERSHIP: All interested in human rights law, clashes of rights, freedom of expression, hate speech, incitement to violence and discrimination, LGBT rights, freedom of religion or belief.

This book investigates into the dynamics between international incitement prohibitions and international standards on freedom of religious speech, with a special focus on the potential incitement prohibitions harbour for the protection of the rights of LGBT+ people.
Sex as a Protected Ground in International and Domestic Law
Christine Forster, University of New South Wales, and Vedna Jivan, University of New South Wales

This volume in the Brill Research Perspectives in Comparative Discrimination Law offers an analysis and comparison of sex discrimination law in international human rights law and three country examples - the United States, Australia and India.

READERSHIP: All interested in comparative discrimination law and sex discrimination law.

June 2021
Paperback (approx. 135 pp.)
ISBN 9789004345935
Price € 140 / US$ 168
E-ISBN 9789004345928
E-Price € 140 / US$ 168

Brill Research Perspectives in International Law / Brill Research Perspectives in Comparative Discrimination Law

Threading the Sovereign's Needle
A Philosophical Deconstruction of an Investor-State Tribunal’s Authority to Award Interim Relief in Relation to Criminal Proceedings
Alexander G. Leventhal

In Threading the Sovereign’s Needle: A Philosophical Deconstruction of an Investor-State Tribunal’s Authority to Award Interim Relief in Relation to Criminal Proceedings, Alexander G. Leventhal shows that, rather than a diffuse set of contradictory decisions, these cases obey a coherent philosophy.

READERSHIP: All international investment law practitioners and scholars, as well as criminal law practitioners and scholars seeking to learn more about the effect that international investment law can have on domestic criminal proceedings.

June 2021
Paperback
ISBN 97890044469303
Price € 70 / US$ 84
E-ISBN 97890044469310
E-Price € 70 / US$ 84

The Deviant Security Practices of Cyber Crime
Erik H.A. van de Sandt, Dutch National Police; University of Bristol

This is the first book to present a full, socio-technical-legal picture on the security practices of cyber criminals, based on confidential police sources related to some of the world’s most serious and organized criminals.

READERSHIP: All interested in cyber crime, cyber security and associated investigations, especially academics from computer and social science, legal scholars, industry experts and legal practitioners (judiciary, legislators, investigators and policy makers).

August 2021
Hardback (approx. 305 pp.)
ISBN 9789004463189
Price € 165 / US$ 198
E-ISBN 9789004463172
E-Price € 165 / US$ 198
Imprint: Brill | Nijhoff
NEW AND FORTHCOMING PUBLICATIONS

September 2021
Hardback (approx. 345 pp.)
ISBN 9789004377233
Price € 226 / US$ 272
E-ISBN 9789004377240
E-Price € 226 / US$ 272
Chinese Perspectives on Human Rights and Good Governance, 6
Imprint: Brill | Nijhoff

The Procedural Law Governing Facts and Evidence in International Human Rights Proceedings

Developing a Contextualized Approach to Address Recurring Problems in the Context of Facts and Evidence
Torsten Stirner

In The Procedural Law Governing Facts and Evidence in International Human Rights Proceedings provides a holistic, comparative assessment of the procedural law governing facts and evidence of international human rights institutions.

READERSHIP: All interested in the procedural law governing facts and evidence in international human rights proceedings (students, scholars, and practitioners), particularly regarding subsidiarity in fact-finding, and burden and standard of proof.

September 2021
Hardback (approx. 490 pp.)
ISBN 9789004439405
Price € 204 / US$ 245
E-ISBN 9789004439412
E-Price € 204 / US$ 245
International Criminal Law Series, 16
The Procedural Law Governing Facts and Evidence in International Human Rights Proceedings
Torsten Stirner


READERSHIP: All interested in the procedural law governing facts and evidence in international human rights proceedings (students, scholars, and practitioners), particularly regarding subsidiarity in fact-finding, and burden and standard of proof.

August 2021
Hardback (approx. 575 pp.)
ISBN 97890044463127
Price € 149 / US$ 179
E-ISBN 97890044463134
E-Price € 149 / US$ 179
International Studies in Human Rights, 137
The Procedural Law Governing Facts and Evidence in International Human Rights Proceedings
Torsten Stirner


READERSHIP: All interested in the procedural law governing facts and evidence in international human rights proceedings (students, scholars, and practitioners), particularly regarding subsidiarity in fact-finding, and burden and standard of proof.

September 2021
Hardback (approx. 345 pp.)
ISBN 9789004377233
Price € 226 / US$ 272
E-ISBN 9789004377240
E-Price € 226 / US$ 272
Chinese Perspectives on Human Rights and Good Governance, 6
Imprint: Brill | Nijhoff

The Rome Statute as Evidence of Customary International Law
Yudan Tan, Sooshow University

In The Rome Statute as Evidence of Customary International Law, Yudan Tan offers a detailed analysis of topical issues concerning the Rome Statute of the International Criminal Court as evidence of customary international law.

READERSHIP: All international lawyers and post-graduate students interested in the customary-treaty interactions and the Rome Statute, and legal officers in foreign services, international organisations and NGOs.

September 2021
Hardback (approx. 490 pp.)
ISBN 9789004439405
Price € 204 / US$ 245
E-ISBN 9789004439412
E-Price € 204 / US$ 245
International Criminal Law Series, 16
The Rome Statute as Evidence of Customary International Law
Yudan Tan, Sooshow University

This volume contains a selection of the edited and in some cases translated papers presented at the first South-South Human Rights Forum held in Beijing. The papers are mostly short and often policy-oriented, offering a unique insight into the thinking and planning associated with this South-South exchange and thus a wealth of information of interest to scholars. The topics covered emerge primarily from development-related issues, such as the rights to food, education, health and poverty reduction.

The South-South Dialogue on Human Rights
Edited by Chong Zhang, China University of Political Science and Law, and Ruoyu Li, China University of Political Science and Law

This volume contains a selection of the edited and in some cases translated papers presented at the first South-South Human Rights Forum held in Beijing. The papers are mostly short and often policy-oriented, offering a unique insight into the thinking and planning associated with this South-South exchange and thus a wealth of information of interest to scholars. The topics covered emerge primarily from development-related issues, such as the rights to food, education, health and poverty reduction.
NEW AND FORTHCOMING PUBLICATIONS

INTERNATIONAL LAW AND HUMAN RIGHTS

Head of State Immunity under the Malabo Protocol
Triumph of Impunity over Accountability?
Kobina Daniel

In Head of State Immunity under the Malabo Protocol Kobina Daniel, offers an insightful legal analysis of Head of State immunities in international law and the role that the asymmetry of the international legal order plays in its contemporary application.

READERSHIP: A must-read for researchers in international law and international criminal law.

August 2021
Hardback
ISBN 9789004466074
Price € 161 / US$ 194
E-ISBN 9789004466081
E-Price € 161 / US$ 194
Developments in International Law, 76
Imprint: Brill | Nijhoff

Peremptory Norms of General International Law (Jus Cogens)
Disquisitions and Disputations
Edited by Dire Tladi

Peremptory Norms of General International Law (Jus Cogens): Disquisitions and Dispositions is a collection of contributions on various aspects of jus cogens in international law.

READERSHIP: Anyone interested in general international law and sources of international law, including students, academics, practitioners and government officials.

August 2021
Hardback
ISBN 9789004464117
Price € 237 / US$ 285
E-ISBN 9789004464124
E-Price € 237 / US$ 285
Developments in International Law, 75
Imprint: Brill | Nijhoff

A Multifaceted Approach to Trade Liberalisation and Investment Protection in the Energy Sector
Edited by Elena Cima and Makane Moïse Mbengue

In A Multifaceted Approach to Trade Liberalisation and Investment Protection in the Energy Sector, Elena Cima and Makane Moïse Mbengue assess different approaches to bridge the gap between economic and non-economic considerations in the regulation of international energy trade and investment.

READERSHIP: Legal practitioners and academics involved in international trade law and investment arbitration, as well as other areas of international law.

August 2021
Hardback
ISBN 9789004463479
Price € 110 / US$ 132
E-ISBN 9789004463486
E-Price € 110 / US$ 132
International Environmental Law, 15
Imprint: Brill | Nijhoff
International Law and Transition to Peace in Colombia
Assessing Jus Post Bellum in Practice
César Rojas-Orozco

In *International Law and Transition to Peace in Colombia*, César Rojas-Orozco offers an account on the role of international law shaping the Colombian search of peace, using jus post bellum as the analytical framework to understand such a role.

**READERSHIP:** Scholars and practitioners interested in the role of international law at peacemaking and peacebuilding, in the concept of jus post bellum, and in the Colombian transition to peace.

---

Investment Governance between the Energy Charter Treaty and the European Union
Resolving Regulatory Conflicts
Ottavio Quirico,
University of New England

Against the background of climate change, Ottavio Quirico explores how regulatory conflicts between the Energy Charter Treaty and the law of the European Union should be resolved.

**READERSHIP:** The book is a useful resource for practitioners, policymakers, academics, students, researchers and anyone interested in international law and politics.

---

IUU Fishing as a Flag State Accountability Paradigm
Between Effectiveness and Legitimacy
Mercedes Rosello

This book sheds light into the uneasy relationship between the ‘IUU fishing’ designation as a governance mechanism, and international law. Building on previous literature, this original study will be of interest to international fisheries governance academics and policymakers alike.

**READERSHIP:** This book will be of interest to international fisheries law and policy practitioners, academics, undergraduate and postgraduate students, policymakers, and NGO officers.
Reforming the United Nations
Fit for purpose at 75?
Joachim Müller

Sustainable Development in EU Foreign Investment Law
Stefanie Schacherer

Sustainable Energy Democracy and the Law
Edited by Ruven Fleming, Kaisa Huhta and Leonie Reins

Reforming the United Nations - Fit for Purpose at 75? - examines the efforts of Secretary-General, António Guterres, to improve the aging organisation. Priorities centred on development, peace, and management. The reform was respectable but did not address fundamental problems.

Sustainable Development in EU Foreign Investment Law offers a clear and convincing assessment of how the EU contributes to the ongoing debate on sustainable development integration in international investment agreements.

Sustainable Energy Democracy and the Law offers a legal account of the concept of sustainable energy democracy. The book explains what the concept means in a legal context and how it can be translated into concrete legal instruments.

READERSHIP: The primary readership will include scholars, researchers and academics in not just law but also political science and social science as well as all disciplines exploring the functioning of the energy sector.

READERSHIP: All interested in international organisations and their management, specifically UN and UN system. Political scientists, experts on organisation studies and international law. Academic and international law libraries.

READERSHIP: All interested in EU foreign relations laws, international investment law, and sustainable development, including scholars and researchers, government officials, lawyers and policy-makers involved in investment treaty negotiations.

May 2021
Hardback (xx, 379 pp.)
ISBN 9789004417823
Price € 225 / US$ 271
E-ISBN 9789004461109
E-Price €225 / US$ 271
Reforming the United Nations, 8
Imprint: Brill | Nijhoff

September 2021
Hardback
ISBN 9789004465879
Price € 165 / US$ 198
E-ISBN 9789004465886
E-Price € 165 / US$ 198
Nijhoff International Investment Law Series, 19
Imprint: Brill | Nijhoff

September 2021
Hardback (xxiv, 363 pp.)
ISBN 9789004465435
Price € 143 / US$ 172
E-ISBN 9789004465442
E-Price € 143 / US$ 172
Legal Aspects of Sustainable Development, 26
Imprint: Brill | Nijhoff
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